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we have been working in partnership with pentax for several years now and have become quite familiar with the overall capabilities of their products. having been in the field for over 30 years and visited most of the large projects in the world we have also witnessed the evolution of technology and are excited to see the amazing land surveying equipment coming up in our market and in particular, this new pentax total station software 12. the new total station software 12 by pentax is a great technology innovation and i am sure the indian market will appreciate and love this new product. in my opinion, this is one of the best surveying tools that i have seen in a long time. the ability to connect this with a smartphone in order to
work in the field or connect to other systems such as a gis will provide many more possibilities and introduce new innovations into the field of land surveying. the total station software 12 by pentax is a great innovative product and i am looking forward to having it in our hands soon. as a long term user of pentax, i have seen them evolve from simple devices to much more than what they were in the past. this new total station software 12 is a great example of how the company has been able to evolve and innovate and ensure their products are up to the standard of what is required today. it will be exciting to see the new possibilities it will open up for us to bring in the next technology revolution in land surveying. the launch of

the new total station software 12 is a great example of the power of the partnership between the pentax team and us here at lynx lawrence & mayo. we look forward to introducing this product to our existing and potential clients and offer our sincere gratitude to pentax for such a great technology product. we are truly excited about the future of land surveying.
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sigma optimization pro is the dedicated software that enables you to connect lenses from new product lines to your computer via sigma usb dock,
and to customize the lens with operations such as firmware update and focus adjustment. on this page, you can download the installer program
sigma optimization pro 1.7.0 windows version as well as sigma optimization pro 1.0 macintosh version. please make sure you read information

about the product before starting the download. our company was founded in 1985 as a company of it services for technical studies. subsequently
it also specializes in the cartographic sector and in the development of advanced software solutions for topography and earthmoving. since 2004 it

has been constantly updated to integrate its software into gps measurement systems and total graphic stations. in the last years s.c.s. has also
developed several innovative software for agriculture and land leveling. discussing the strategy of the future of pentax in india, glenford dsouza,
senior gm, lynx lawrence & mayo, said, we at lynx have been driving innovation in advanced land surveying technology and pentax has been our
steady partner in this journey. we are delighted to be able to introduce yet another innovation in the indian land surveying industry, to add to our

range of advanced and futuristic technology to our portfolio. we will be strategically deploying these products to create an integrated and
specialized service/solution offering to our existing and potential clients. we look forward to a long term and fruitful partnership. pentax can be

proud to have been the first to introduce and pioneer many of the land surveying and land management industry's main players. the names that
you know, and the names that you don't, are all because of pentax and what pentax has been able to do and help us to do. i am a long term
pentax user and still hold a pentax first name, tlr, to this day. it has been my favorite piece of equipment for years and i am sure it will be the

same for you. i enjoy working with pentax and the joy is in working with the pentax team who love what they do. the entire team at pentax is truly
excited about what we are doing, there is no doubt in my mind that the future of land surveying in india will be bright with the introduction of

these new products. 5ec8ef588b
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